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I've been giving a bit more thought to the longer term 

consequences of the rise of MGTOWs, masculists, women 

becoming FIPs (financially independent persons) and the growing 

moral pressure of masculists on women to be FIPs (or they won’t 

get a man.) In many countries, the proportion of women at 

university is higher and becoming a lot higher, than men, e.g. in 

the US it is now about 65% or more and constantly rising. 

Admittedly, about half of these female university students are 

studying career incompetent, fluffified subjects (a fluffie is a 

traditional woman who expects to parasite off the money of a 

robot male (a traditional male who expects to be parasited 

upon by a fluffie wife)) but generally speaking women are 

becoming more and more FIP, which is great, it is what the 

masculists really want.  

Being a FIP, and having the self-image of being a FIP, is a 

necessary but not sufficient condition for a masculist to have a 

relationship with a woman. MGTOWs don't even do that, 

they simply refuse to have relationships with women, period. 

Masculists are prepared to have relationships with women and 
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have kids, provided that their female partners are FIPs and that 

the gender laws have been made menfair, which is far from being 

the case today, given the takeover of the divorce courts by fluffie 

feminists (feminists who have had their feminist consciousness 

raised but not their masculist consciousness raised, who still have 

traditional fluffie attitudes towards men, i.e. seeing them as 

exploitable check books.  

There is still a lot of reform in the gender laws that is needed 

before masculists will consider having relationships with women, 

e.g. the creation of a parer (paternity rejection right) equivalent to 

the female marer (maternity rejection right, aka abortion), and a 

host of other legal and social discriminations against men. Sooner 

or later men will have to get back to having babies, or our 

populations will die out, as is already happening with the young 

generation (70% of young men under 35 in the US refuse to marry 

or have kids.) Women are becoming more FIP every year, and 

acquire the habit and self-image of being FIPs. FIP women are 

much less likely to parasite on men, and fleece them via the fluffie 

feminist dominated divorce courts.  

Once the fluffie feminists have been purged from the divorce 

courts, as must happen by the gender politicians, or populations 

get wiped out, then having a relationship with a woman, and 

having a kid with her will become a LOT LESS TOXIC for a man, 

so they will become more inclined to see women as less toxic, 

less dangerous, so after a divorce they will not fear losing their 

kids, their house, their income and having to pay for a parasitic 

fluffie ex-wife who has no moral or legal obligations on her to 

force her to get off her fat parasitic arse and pull her weight 



financially by getting educated and earning a good salary, and 

stop leeching off a man.  

So, with more women becoming FIPs, and more and more men 

becoming masculists and MGTOWs, the days of the fluffies are 

limited. They are dying out. They are being seen increasingly for 

what they are, as immoral, as parasites, as slavers of men, as 

vermin, to be wiped out. The message is getting out. "If you (a 

female) want to have a man, have a career"  "Fluffies will rot on 

the shelf" Women are hearing this message and want in increasing 

numbers to be FIPs. They know that men are less and less inclined 

to be robot males. They know the supply of robot males is drying 

up, so if they want to eat, they will not be able to parasite off a 

robot male the way their mothers did. They are now more and 

more conscious that the choice is between becoming a FIP or 

being poor and manless, loveless, sexless and especially childless 

- a bleak choice, so they become FIPs.  

Soon, there will be so few robot males, that the competition 

amongst fluffies and fluffie feminists for them will be so fierce, 

that those fluffies and fluffie feminists who start declaring 

themselves anti-feminists will be at an advantage in attracting 

robot males, as robot males do not want a relationship with a male 

dumping misandronist fluffie feminist bitch. A decade from now 

nearly all fluffies and fluffie feminists will be declaring 

themselves (publically at least) to be anti-feminist, (but perhaps 

remaining crypto-feminists privately.) Masculists will increase 

the moral pressure on society that women are to be FIPs or women 

will be shunned morally by an increasingly hostile culture that 

sees fluffies as slavers of men, and hence indirectly as 



exterminators of whole populations, since it is the toxicity of 

marriage and the fluffie feminist dominated divorce courts that 

has caused the birth rate to crash.  

So, longer term, fluffies will die out. Fluffie feminists will die out. 

Women will nearly all be FIPs, and the gender politicians will 

have made the gender laws menfair, so that the population can 

stop crashing, due to men being more willing to have 

relationships with women and have kids. How long will all this 

take? Hard to say. I suspect that within a decade being a fluffie 

will be considered TABOO by society. To be labelled a fluffie 

will be the kiss of death to a woman who hopes to get a man. 

Everyone will be educated into the idea that women must be FIPs 

or rot on the shelf, or be spat at by both sexes as being slavers of 

men, as being immoral parasites.  

How long before the gender politicians reform the gender laws, 

the divorce courts, create a parer, etc? That depends on how 

quickly the masculists can organize and put real political pressure 

on the gender politicians, and can influence the broadcast media 

strongly. So the timing depends on the level of political 

commitment of the masculists. The MGTOWs are political 

pygmies, who just walk away quietly and individually from the 

marriage market, so they cannot be relied upon to push the gender 

politicians to make society menfair.  

BUT, as millions of men go MGTOW, that will have political 

consequences, because sooner or later the gender politicians will 

wake up and ask, what's happening to the birth rate? These 

MGTOWs are the greatest threat to humanity that has ever existed, 

because they have the power to wipe out whole populations. This 



trend MUST BE STOPPED, so sooner or later they will start to 

address men's problems. Sandman, although an archetypical 

MGTOW is very political, because he devotes his life to churning 

out a MGTOW video daily, influencing a growing number of men 

to become MGTOW, and indirectly, putting the fear of god into 

fluffies, who are afraid that they will not be able to find a robot 

male to parasite upon, because the supply of them is drying up 

fast due to the ideological influence of the masculists and 

MGTOWs.  

In short, the days of the fluffies and the fluffie feminists are 

limited. Their ideologies will become a historical backwater, as 

the real power of the masculists and MGTOWs to crash the 

birthrate takes center stage and forces the necessary reforms to 

make society menfair.  


